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With the battle of Kirkee, in 1818, a great age dawned
upon Gujarata. The people of Gujarata entered upon a
long period of peace; they also acquired as their capital
Bombay, a port of growing international importance which-
established a living contact with Western culture. For
Gujarata, the history of this period is only a story of how
these prehistoric Aryan colonies re-acted to these new
conditions; how new impulses quickened life; and how
the soul of the people, awakened to a fresh outlook,
expressed itself through life and literature.
The Government of Bombay has directly governed only
five districts in Gujarata: Surat, Broach, Pancha Mahals,
Kaira and Ahmedabad, rich in soil and resources. Surat still
carries on a large trade, fosters diverse industries, and pos-
sesses a large class of wealthy and enterprizing merchants.
Broach, as a port, has not completely lost its importance;
Narmada is the largest waterway in the province and
the fertility of the district is proverbial. Ahmedabad,
with its vast banking resources, has controlled trade and
commerce in North Gujarata, Kathiavada and parts of,
Rajputana. With the district of Thana possessing an
element of Gujarat! speaking people, British Gujarata
stretches from the eastern boundary of Kaccha to Bombay.
The possessions of the Gaekvada of Baroda run conti-
guous to the British districts and include the districts
round Amreli and Dvarika in Kathiavada,   In the early
decades of the nineteenth century, the rulers of Baroda
had not adapted themselves to a settled state of things,
but the reckless misrule of Malhar Rao   brought upon
him the wrath of the British Government.   He was de-
posed (1875) and the present Gaekvada was selected to suc-
ceed him.   During the early years of H. H. Sir Sayajirao's
rule, distinguished diwans, like Sir T. Madhava Rao and
Manibhai Jasbhai, gave to the state an efficient and advan-
ced form of government. And, except in civic and political
consciousness, the Gujaratis of the Baroda State have noi;
since been allowed to lag behind  the  residents  of the
British districts.

